A novel motion-adaptive deinterlacing algorithm with edge-pattern recognition and hybrid motion detection is introduced. The great variety of video contents makes the processing of assorted motion, edges, textures, and the combination of them very difficult with a single algorithm. The edge-pattern recognition algorithm introduced in this paper exhibits the flexibility in processing both textures and edges which need to be separately accomplished by line average and edge-based line average before. Moreover, predicting the neighboring pixels for pattern analysis and interpolation further enhances the adaptability of the edge-pattern recognition unit when motion detection is incorporated. Our hybrid motion detection features accurate detection of fast and slow motion in interlaced video and also the motion with edges. Using only three fields for detection also renders higher temporal correlation for interpolation. The better performance of our deinterlacing algorithm with higher content-adaptability and less memory cost than the state-of-the-art 4-field motion detection algorithms can be seen from the subjective and objective experimental results of the CIF and PAL video sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Interlaced scanning, or interlacing, which performs verticaltemporal subsampling of video sequences was used to lower the costs of video system and reduce transmission bandwidth by half while retaining visual quality in traditional TV. One common characteristic of many television standards evolving over time, such as PAL, NTSC, and SECAM, is interlaced scanning. With recent advancements of digital TV (DTV), high-definition TV (HDTV), and multimedia personal computers, deinterlacing has become an important technique which converts interlaced TV sequences into frames for display on progressive devices such as LCD TVs, plasma display panels, and projective TVs. Intrinsic to this interoperability of the two seemingly separate domains is the conversion of interlaced TV formats to progressive displays via deinterlacers. Hence, the increased demand for research in video processing systems to produce progressively scanned video with high-visual quality is inevitable [1] .
The deinterlacing problem can be stated as
where p i , p, and p o denote the input, interpolated, and output pixels, respectively. i, j, and k represent horizontal, vertical, and temporal pixel indices. % is modulo operation. The vertical-temporal downsampling structure of interlacing is also explained in (1) , in which p indicates the missing point due to interlacing. The challenge of deinterlacing is to interpolate the missing points p with limited information and also to maintain clear visual quality as well. However, visual defects such as edge flicker, line crawling, blur, and jaggedness due to the inherent nature of interlaced sequences frequently appear and produce annoying artifacts to viewers if deinterlacing is not done properly.
The key concept of deinterlacing is to interpolate the missing point with spatio-temporal neighbors that have the highest correlation. A wide variety of deinterlacing algorithms, following this principle, has been proposed in the last few decades. A comprehensive survey can be found in [2] . We introduce several frequently used techniques, which are helpful in understanding this paper, in the following.
Since p i (i, j − 1, k), p i (i, j + 1, k), and p i (i, j, k − 1) are the nearest neighbors of p(i, j, k), they potentially have the highest correlation. Two simple interpolation strategies, line average (LA) and field insertion (FI), were hence proposed. LA, an intra-interpolation method, interpolates p(i, j, k) with (p i (i, j −1, k), p i (i, j +1, k))/2. On the other hand, FI, an inter-interpolation method, repeats p i (i, j, k − 1) as p (i, j, k) . LA and FI methods are so simple that they cannot handle generic video contents. LA blurs vertical details and causes temporal flickering. FI introduces line crawl of moving objects.
Another intra-interpolation method, called edge-based line average (ELA) [3] , was proposed to preserve edge sharpness and integrity and avoid jaggedness of edges. ELA interpolates a pixel along the edge direction explored by comparing the gradients of various possible directions. Although ELA is capable of restoring the edges of interlaced video, it also introduces "pepper & salt" noises when edge directions are misjudged. Moreover, the weakness in recovering complex textures is one of its drawbacks. Some variations of ELA, such as adaptive ELA [4] , enhanced ELA (EELA) [5] , and extended intelligent ELA algorithm [6] were proposed to further improve its performance.
Motion-adaptive methods [7] [8] [9] were proposed to alleviate the impact of motion so that the correlation of the reference pixels for interpolation is higher. Motion-adaptive deinterlacing employs motion detection (MD), and switches or fades between filtering strategies for motion and nonmotion cases by calculating the differences of luminance between several consecutive fields. A good survey on motion detection of interlaced video can be found in [10] . Motion detection requires field memories to store previous fields and possibly future fields. With more fields and thus more information, the detection accuracy is usually higher at the cost of more field memory in VLSI implementation. In motion-adaptive deinterlacing, intra-interpolation is selected for motion cases, while inter-interpolation is used for stationary scenes. The visual quality of motion-adaptive methods highly relies on the correctness of motion information. Textures make correct motion detection, especially the detection of fast motion, even more difficult, since the vertical and temporal high frequencies are mixed up in interlaced video. It was reported in [11] that texture analysis by wavelet decomposition can enhance the precision of motion detection. Motion-compensated methods [12] [13] [14] [15] involve motion estimation [16] [17] [18] for filtering along the motion trajectories. They perform very accurate interpolation at the cost of much higher hardware expenditure.
Rich video contents provide viewers with high-visual satisfaction but complicate the deinterlacing process, since different visual signal processing strategies should be applied to the video signals with more information. The motion-adaptive method with FI and LA switches between a vertical all-pass filter and a temporal all-pass filter and hence provides a content-adaptive algorithm. However, the adaptability of motion detection and intra-interpolation did not draw much attention before. The earlier motion detection algorithms focused on accurate same-parity detection but neglected the detection of fast motion. Moreover, increasing the number of fields to obtain higher accuracy also accompanies higher cost of memory hardware. On the other hand, ELA-styled interpolations emphasized the sharpness of edges but ignored the importance of textures. The robustness of these algorithms toward different video contents can still be enhanced.
In this paper, we present a hybrid motion-adaptive deinterlacing algorithm (HMDEPR), which consists of novel hybrid motion detection (HMD) and edge-pattern recognition (EPR) with emphasis on content-adaptive processing. HMD is capable of detecting versatile motion scenarios by using only three fields. EPR targets the interpolation of edges and textures, which can not be handled by using either LA or ELA alone. The experimental results indicate that our HMD, EPR for intra-interpolation, and our deinterlacing algorithm all exhibit higher robustness toward assorted video scenes. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our motionadaptive deinterlacing algorithm. The experimental results and performance comparison are shown in Section 3. The conclusion of this research is drawn in Section 4.
THE PROPOSED DEINTERLACING ALGORITHM
We introduce a deinterlacing algorithm which adapts to the motion, texture, and edge contents of the video sequence. The overall algorithm, shown in Figure 1 , consists of a motion detector and a pixel interpolator. Our motion detector employs HMD and a refinement unit. The interpolator includes EPR and FI. FI is used when a pixel is detected as stationary, and EPR is used otherwise. HMD and EPR are tactically designed to achieve high adaptability towards a great variety of motion, textures, and edges.
Motion detection
The goal of motion detection is to identify motion scenes and enable intra-interpolation. We employ a hybrid motion detector (HMD) which requires the pixel data of only three fields. The pseudo-codes of the HMD are shown in Figure 2 . The three conditions are dedicated to the detection of slow motion, fast motion, and motion with edges.
The first condition of HMD is traditional 3-field motion detection. The 3-field motion detection is capable of detecting most of the motion scenarios except the case in which moving objects or backgrounds only appear in field n but neither in field n − 1 nor field n + 1. This is supported by the fact that near-zero difference of a − b in this case falsely indicates no motion. Hence, in the second condition, we further take the line average result as a temporarily interpolated point and detect motion between two consecutive fields under the condition that the vertical variation diff3 is small. This 2-field motion detection operates on the previous field rather than the next field so as to coherently work with FI from the previous field in stationary scenes. The proposed HMD combines the merits of 3-field motion detection and 2-field motion detection, which are good detection accuracy for stationary pixels, and the ability to detect the very fast motion that cannot be detected by 3-field motion detection, respectively. The third condition enhances the detection accuracy of edges. The reason will be explained in Section 3.2 with motion maps. We employ a binary nonsymmetric opening morphological filter to further refine the motion map of HMD. First, an erosion filter with a cross-shaped mask, as shown in Figure 3 (a), is performed on the results of HMD. The erosion filter eliminates isolated moving pixels. A dilation filter with a 3 × 3 mask, as shown in Figure 3 (b), is performed after erosion to restore and extend the shape of moving objects after erosion. The inability to detect motion is referred to as motion missing, which results in motion holes on the interpolated images, and the detected motion of stationary objects as false motion. The nonsymmetric opening morphological fil- ter can minimize the visual artifact caused by motion missing problem and enhance the overall performance in spite of the corresponding false motion problem.
In our HMD, two filtering strategies, that is, the first and the second conditions, are used to cover motion with various speed and result in correct detection of motion. Moving edges are also considered by the third condition. The inclusive detection strategies contribute to the adaptability of HMD. Moreover, the short field delay offers higher temporal correlation for interpolation than 4-fileld and 5-field algorithms. Its low-memory cost also makes it attractive for VLSI implementation.
Interpolation
There are two interpolation schemes in the proposed motion-adaptive deinterlacing algorithm to be chosen from. EPR is the intra-field interpolator used in moving scenes, and FI is the inter-field interpolator used in stationary scenes. HMD adaptively selects intra-field or inter-field interpolation as the output.
Moving textures are very difficult to interpolate because aliasing may already exist after interlacing as explained by the spectral analysis in [2] . Inspired by color filter array, which has been widely used in cost-effective consumer digital still cameras [19] , we adapt it for texture and edge interpolations. In Figure 4 , there are four unique types of edge patterns within a 3 × 3 window, which are 3H1L edge patterns, 3L1H edge patterns, 2H2L corner patterns, and 2H2L stripe patterns. The definition of "H" and "L" pixels is similar to delta modulation in communications systems. If the pixel value is larger than the average of pixel a, b, c, and d, it is marked as "H" and marked as "L" otherwise. We can obtain 14 distinct patterns with different orientations.
By considering 3H1L and 3L1H edge patterns in Figures 4(b) and 4(c), it is obvious that the center pixel X is very likely to be one of the majority neighbor pixels. Hence, the median of H or L pixels around X are calculated as the interpolation result. Consider the 2H2L corner pattern shown in Figure 4 (d), the gradients in horizontal directions, |p − q| and |r − s|, are computed. If |p − q| is larger than |r − s|, it indicates that the gradient at upper position is larger than that at lower position. There is an "H" corner in the 3 × 3 window. In this condition, the function minimum(H, H) is applied to interpolate pixel X; Otherwise, there is a "L" corner and the function maximum(L, L) is applied as shown in Figure 5 . The other three corner patterns can be calculated in a similar way. As for the 2H2L stripe pattern in Figure 4 (e), four gradient values, |p − q|, |r − s|, |p − r|, and |q − s| are computed here. As shown in Figure 6 , if the sum of horizontal gradient values is larger than the sum of vertical ones, minimum(H, H) is applied because there exists a vertical edge; otherwise, the function maximum(L, L) is used due to a horizontal edge. The median filter of 3H1L and 3L1H patterns, and the minimum filter and maximum filter of "H" pixels and "L" pixels can avoid the interpolation of an extreme value and thus minimize the risk of "pepper & salt" noises.
The pixels b and c in Figure 4 (a), like X, are also missing pixels in interlaced video. To prevent error propagation, we adaptively obtain b from the previous field if it is detected as stationary and from the average of p and r if it is moving. Likewise, the value of c can be calculated for EPR of X. Predicting b and c adaptively from either spatial or temporal neighbors greatly increases their correlation with the X, which again helps with the pattern analysis and interpolation.
EPR provides a low-complexity deinterlacer which efficiently adapts to textural and edge contents during interpo- 4FHMD 4-field motion-adaptive algorithm with horizontal motion detection [5] lation. The uniqueness in using EPR in deinterlacing is that complex scenes with textures or edges are analyzed and categorized into reasonable number of patterns by delta modulation, which adaptively determines on the prediction value for the one-bit encoding of the four pixels and thus accommodates extensive cases of input video. The pattern encoding is followed by an associated filtering scheme using the contextual information from the vicinity having high correlation. The simple hardware realization of delta modulation and the corresponding operations also makes EPR more favorable.
EXPERIMENTS AND THE RESULTS
Deinterlacing is commonly applied to standard definition (SD) video signals such as PAL and NTSC. We have experimented on several SD video sequences for subjective comparison. However, to objectively and comprehensively present the performance of HMDEPR, we also show the results of CIF video sequences. When the same continuous video signal is sampled in CIF and SD resolution, the CIF sequence would have a wider spectrum and have more high-frequency components near the interlace replicas than SD after interlacing [2, 20] . The CIF sequences are thus used as critical test conditions. We compared our algorithm to LA, FI, 2-field motionadaptive algorithm (2FMA), 3-field motion-adaptive algorithm (3FMA), 4-field motion-adaptive algorithm with texture detection (4FTD) [21] , and 4-field motion-adaptive algorithm with horizontal motion detection (4FHMD) [5] . To facilitate the reading, we summarize the abbreviation of these algorithms in Table 1 . The detailed setting of all algorithms and other experimental conditions are described in Section 3.1. To clearly demonstrate the performance of our algorithm, we separate the experiments into three parts. Section 3.2 analyzes our motion-detection algorithm with the contribution of each step. The second part, shown in Section 3.3, compares the EPR algorithm with other intrainterpolation methods. In Section 3.4, we combine FI, EPR, Gwo Giun Lee et al.
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and HMD as the deinterlacer and show its subjective and objective performance and comparison.
Experimental settings
2FMA and 3FMA are two simple motion-adaptive algorithms used to highlight the accuracy of HMDEPR. The detail of 2FMA is described as in Algorithm 1 where the symbolic definition is the same as in 1. 3FMA, also known as the simplest same-parity motion detection, is described as in Algorithm 2.
4FTD [21] performs not only motion detection, but also texture detection. The simplified algorithm is described as in Algorithm 3 where max diff is the maximum of three absolute differences in the 4-field motion detection. Var is the variance of the 3 × 3 spatial block centered at the current pixel. This algorithm classifies the current pixel as one of the four cases: moving textural region, moving smooth region, static textural region, and static smooth region with associated interpolation methods. The pixels used in 3-dimensional (3D) ELA in [21] are missing pixels. In our experiment, we reasonably use
4FHMD [5] performs horizontal motion detection. If the temporal difference is smaller than an adaptive threshold, temporal interpolation along the moving direction will be adopted. Otherwise, 5-tap EELA will apply to the motion scenes. In the EELA, the threshold TH EELA is required to ensure a dominate edge and thus avoid "pepper & salt" noises caused by edge misjudgments. The current pixel for threshold adjustment is missing, which is not explained in [5] . We use the line average result for threshold adjustment in our implementation. Table 2 shows the thresholds used throughout our experiments. They are tuned to achieve optimally subjective and objective output video quality. The threshold TH1 of our algorithm is set to a small value to prevent motion missing problem. Although it causes more false motion at the same time, this negative effect is alleviated by EPR. TH2 is set to prevent erroneous opposite-parity difference that appears in textural scenes. TH3 is set as the double of TH1, since two difference pairs are involved. Quantitatively, the performance is not sensitive to any thresholds in Table 2 since the PSNR difference of the test sequences is less than 0.01 dB if we increase or decrease one of the thresholds by one. Moreover, the visual difference of changing TH1 from 4 to 12 is not perceivable unless very carefully inspected.
In the determination of 2FMA, a large threshold favors stationary scenes such as Silent and Mother & daughter, while a small threshold benefits moving scenes. The value was fixed to balance the gain and loss of all sequences. Similar tradeoff was made for the other thresholds. There was, however, a special situation in determining TH 4FTD Texture . "Pepper & salt" noises are a serious problem in 3D ELA. Eventually, TH 4FTD Texture was set to a large value to prevent choosing 3D ELA. Only sharp edges are detected as texture regions.
The PSNR of the kth frame is calculated by 5, where p p is the pixel in progressive sequences. M and N are the frame width and frame height. Other symbolic definitions are the same as in 1. We exclude the boundary cases, the first and the last line, in PSNR calculation. The PSNR in Section 3.4 is the average value of all frames between the third frame and the F −1th frame, where F is the total frame number of a sequence:
Experimental results of motion detection
We take the 157th motion map of foreman in CIF resolution as an example to explain the contribution of HMD step-bystep. In in 156th or 157th fields should be detected as moving regions where FI is not applicable. In Figure 7 (a), most of the motion regions are successfully detected by the first condition. However, some gestures are still missing due to the fast movement. The second condition, targeting the detection of fast motion, solves the problem for the first condition, and the result is shown in Figure 7 (b). The edges of the building are composed of two smooth regions with different luminance. Limited by the aperture problem, the motion regions of the edges detected by the first condition are very thin lines. These detected lines will be totally eroded by the morphological filter, which again causes line crawl near the edges. The second condition is not applied to the edges as a result of vertical variation checking. The third condition of HMD is therefore used to detect the motion of edges. The vertically extended detection window enlarges the detected region of edges, which will still exist after morphological operation. This is illustrated in Figure 7 (c).
The motion maps of the other procedures are shown in Figures 7(d)-7(f) . The initial detection result comes from the combination of the three conditions. After the erosion process, the detection noise is greatly reduced. The eroded region and some small motion holes are recovered by the dilation filter as in the final result of HMD. The final interpolation result is shown in Figure 7 (g). The excellent interpolation of the edges and the fast gesture reveal the accuracy and robustness of HMD. The small motion hole of the final motion map is not obvious in the interpolated image due to the small luminance difference between the two consecutive fields. The interpolation result of 3FMA, with TH 3FMA being modified to eight, is shown in Figure 7 (h) for comparison. The motion missing of 3FMA leads to annoying line crawling effect.
Experimental results of edge-pattern recognition
In this section, we show the comparison of five intrainterpolation methods, including LA, 5-tap ELA [3] , 5-tap EELA [5] , EPR without motion-adaptive prediction (MAP), and EPR with MAP. EPR with MAP adaptively predicts b and c, shown in Figure 4 (a), from either LA or previous field, while EPR without MAP always determine the two pixels by LA. The EELA scheme in this section is the same algorithm used in 4FHMD with horizontal motion detection being disabled. The sequence resolution in the following two experiments is CIF. The first experiment is to test the PSNR on different textures extracted from the video sequences. Figure 8 shows the extracted regions including waves, grass, trees, and bricks and trees. The extracted scenes are moving or partially moving, in which intra-interpolation will be adopted. The comparison is shown in Table 3 . LA can be considered as a conservative method for textural scenes. ELA was primarily designed for edge interpolation. With the expectation of edge misjudgments in complex textures, the performance of ELA is the worst among all algorithms. In EELA, LA is used in textural scenes whenever the dominate edge direction cannot be found. Therefore, the performance of EELA is close to that of LA in some cases. EPR without MAP is always better than the ELA in this experiment. The performance becomes even better when motion detection is used to predict the neighboring pixels. Significant improvement can be observed in the semimotion scene like waves. The overall PSNR of EPR with MAP is better than that of EELA.
The second experiment is to test the ability of edge interpolation. In the results shown in Figure 9 , interpolation with LA introduces edge jaggedness while EPR, ELA, and EELA preserve the edge sharpness. The accurate edge interpolation of EPR is contributed by its corner pattern. The neighboring pixels of the edges are detected as stationary in this example, making the interpolation result of EPR with MAP more accurate.
The performance of the intra-interpolation algorithms can be discussed in the following cases. LA has the highest PSNR in purely moving and textural scenes due to its conservative way of interpolation. With the incorporation of temporal information in semimoving scenes, our EPR performs better than LA and EELA. EPR, ELA, and EELA can all handle edges. Interpolation of textures is the weakness of ELA while edges defeat LA. EELA, which adaptively switches between ELA and LA, is capable of interpolating edges and textures. EPR has the same adaptive ability and is better than EELA due to more flexible interpolation schemes contributed by pattern analysis for complex textures and also the aid of more information provided by MAP. Hence, the contentadaptability is the advantage of EPR against LA and ELA, and EELA.
Gwo Giun Lee et al. Figures 10 and 11 show the visual quality of cropped Stefan in PAL resolution. The 50th field of Stefan contains stationary background and the moving player, which is suitable to highlight the accuracy of the different motion detectors. In particular, the fast movement of the racket, which only appears at the same position for only one picture, is very difficult to detect. In Figure 10 , LA produces the blurred background and edges, and FI introduces line crawl on the player as a result of no motion-adaptive scheme. Textures in the background cause false motion detection of 2FMA, which lead to blurred vertical details. 3FMA cannot detect the movement of the player, especially the fast-moving racket, leaving many motion holes on the player. Although there is some motion missing in 4FTD, vertical-temporal median filter will adopt intra-pixels in this case and thus eliminate the motion holes. However, the regions detected as moving, such as Stefan's hands, are interpolated by vertical-temporal linear filter. Unfortunately, involving temporal pixels in moving regions still causes line crawl. 4FHMD provides a good detection result in the background. But the misjudgment of horizontal motion direction causes line crawling and also "pepper & salt" noises. HMDEPR shows accurate motion detection results in both stationary background and moving foreground, which preserves the integrity of the background textures and edges and also minimizes the motion holes of the foreground. In Figure 11 , the entire 194th field of Stefan with textures is moving and is used to compare the visual quality of textures interpolated by LA and HMDEPR. HMDEPR performs accurate motion detection as well as sharper edge and texture interpolation than LA does, and also exhibits the same quality for the textures without apparent edges.
Deinterlacing with motion detection and EPR
We also present objective algorithm comparison of CIF video sequences in Table 4 . The scenes with moving foregrounds and the stationary backgrounds, including Hall-monitor, Silent, and Mother & daughter, are similar to 50th field of Stefan, whose aforementioned analysis can be used to explain the PSNR's of these three sequences. In the sequence Hall-monitor, LA has the lowest PSNR, since LA turns the noises in Hall-monitor into large-area flickering. 3FMA exhibits higher PSNR than HMDEPR due to some false motion introduced by the dilation filter. HMDEPR provides the best result in foreman, as it performs correct motion detection of fast motion, sharp edge interpolation, and good interpolation of semimoving bricks and trees. The intra-interpolation is very important in the sequences with global motion such as bus, coastguard, mobile, Stefan, and vectra-color. The horizontal motion in coastguard favors dedicated 4FHMD. LA benefits the interpolation of fast moving textures, which appear in bus and Stefan, All motion-adaptive algorithms, even 2FMA, suffer from motion missing problem in these two sequences. Our HMDEPR retains a better result than the other motionadaptive algorithms because of the smaller motion missing ratio and the aids of EPR for texture interpolation. Vectracolor contains not only fast global motion but also many sharp edges, which makes HMDEPR better than LA. The slow motion of mobile benefits 3FMA, enabling the most accurate motion detection without false motion. Although LA sometimes outperforms HMDEPR in the fast moving scene, HMDEPR still possess the capability in interpolating edges as discussed in Section 3.3 and indicated in Figure 11 . The average PSNR of HMDEPR is the highest among all algorithms, which explains the robustness and content-adaptability of HMDEPR.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel motion-adaptive deinterlacer which incorporates new hybrid motion detection and the edge-pattern recognition for intra-interpolation. The hybrid motion detector, which combines the benefits of 2-field and 3-field motion detection, is capable of detecting slow motion, fast motion, and the motion of edges with high accuracy. The edge-pattern recognition algorithm performs local scene analysis and adaptive interpolation, and thus achieves successful interpolation of textures and edges which cannot be accomplished by using LA or ELA along. The edge-pattern recognition also introduces the feasibility of using motionadaptive method in not only pixel interpolation but also pixel prediction for scene analysis.
We compare our deinterlacing algorithm to six algorithms, including two recently published algorithms with 4-field motion detection. Versatile video contents, which include stationary textures, moving textures, fast motion, and edges are adequately processed by our algorithm as indicated in the comparison of visual quality. The key concept of motion-adaptive deinterlacing is to adaptively accommodate stationary and moving contents. The PSNR of our deinterlacer on versatile sequences demonstrates higher robustness than the other motion-adaptive algorithms. Moreover, with better performance than the 4-field motion-adaptive algorithms, our algorithm only needs the data of three fields, which reduces the memory cost in VLSI implementation. The cost and performance comparison justifies the efficiency and content-adaptability of our algorithm.
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